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NEW ORDER FOR 65M PERFORMANCE KETCH 

ROYAL HUISMAN INCREASINGLY SEEN  

AS ‘BUILDER OF CHOICE’ FOR EXCEPTIONAL SUPERYACHTS 
   

The joint team of Royal Huisman, Dykstra Naval Architects and Mark 

Whiteley Design is delighted to announce the newbuild agreement for an 

exciting 65m / 212ft performance ketch rigged sailing yacht.   
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A period of concept design and development by the experienced owners’ team, architects 

and builder has been successfully completed and signed off: an important milestone which 

coincides with the start of the 2021 Monaco Yacht Show. The creation of this stunning 

superyacht is now focused on multidisciplinary design and engineering, which are the 

subsequent steps of Royal Huisman’s efficient Stage Gate process project management and 

Concurrent Engineering approach. This will bring the project to readiness for the next big 

step: the start of the construction at Royal Huisman’s newbuild facilities in Vollenhove, The 

Netherlands.  

 

One of the main areas of focus for this ketch rigged sailing yacht is the optimisation of 

performance: Alustar aluminium construction, carbon rig, and an integrated sailing system 

by Rondal have been specified to enhance winning potential on the superyacht regatta 

circuit.  
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Limited information is currently available. Further updates with more details will be released 

in the months ahead and upon the completion of major phases throughout the duration of 

the project. 

 

Royal Huisman’s CEO Jan Timmerman comments: “We are honoured that this client has 

entrusted Royal Huisman with the realisation of his dream – a truly beautiful and unique 

yacht. Project 408 fits perfectly within our growing newbuild portfolio of exceptional sailing 

and motoryacht projects.” 

 

END OF PRESS RELEASE 
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Editor’s notes 

 

Information is restricted to the main specifications below. Further updates with detailed 

information will follow as the project progresses.  

 

Main specifications  

Shipyard project number: Project 408 

Type: Performance Ketch  

Length: 65m / 212ft 

Naval architecture + exterior styling:  Dykstra Naval Architects 

Interior design: Mark Whiteley Design  

Construction:  Alustar aluminium 

Rig + handling:  Rondal carbon rig + Integrated Sailing System 

Builder:  Royal Huisman   

 

 
 

About Royal Huisman 

 

THE SPIRIT OF INDIVIDUALITY 
 

Some names need no introduction. To anyone who ever genuinely considered acquiring a 

luxury super yacht, references to Royal Huisman as the builder of those finest and most 

distinctive yachts in the regatta or marina will be a familiar experience. 
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When admiring the build quality and attention to design detail on a particular yacht, the 

reply from its owner or crew “It’s a Huisman!” is virtually regarded as self-explanatory. 

Royal Huisman yachts are deemed unique in conception, quality and execution. Yachts 

that are rare, beyond compare. 

 

 
 

QUALITY, INDIVIDUALITY, EXCLUSIVITY 

 

So, what is left to add? Perhaps just this – Royal Huisman continues to strive to make what 

is good, even better, and constantly looks to implement innovative ways to remain at the 

forefront of edgy and technologically-advanced design, engineering and production.  

 

Curious to see and learn more? Please discover RoyalHuisman.com 

 

News and updates  

This announcement as well as many more recent updates can be found at 

RoyalHuisman.com/NEWS 

 

http://www.royalhuisman.com/
http://www.royalhuisman.com/news
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Royal Huisman at the 2021 Monaco Yacht Show  

22 - 25 September |  Please visit us at stand QE22 

 

Video ready for embedding 

youtube.com/RoyalHuismanVideos or via vimeo.com/RoyalHuismanVideos 

  

Download high resolution illustrations 

The images from this press release can be available on request via: 

Jurjen van ‘t Verlaat: jurjen@royalhuisman.com or +31 527 243131. 

 

As you might know Royal Huisman works closely with our clients and members of the 

yachting press. We do this in order to give all our media friends equal support and 

opportunity. Please introduce us to new press colleagues: we will be pleased to assist them 

and add their contact details to future press releases.  

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/RoyalHuismanVideos
http://www.vimeo.com/RoyalHuismanVideos
mailto:jurjen@royalhuisman.com

